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I note on social media that last night, Bradley’s supermarket was broken into, doors smashed and 

goods stolen.  

I would very much like the council to review the timings of our village street lighting.  It has been 

pointed out that residential cctv cameras cannot identify cars and people with no street lights at 

night to illuminate them. Once this has been addressed then the possible installation of cctv cameras 

in the village at strategic sites could also be installed to deter the increasing crime our village seems 

to be suffering from.  

I look forward to hearing from you.  

 

As a resident of Quorn and someone who loves our village, I want to request improved street 

lighting and other security measures, including CCTV, within the village centre.  

On Quorn social media groups, it appears there are break ins, attempted break ins, thefts and a 

whole variety of anti-social behaviour in the village on an almost weekly basis. The latest of which 

being the break in at Bradley’s yesterday, only one day after reopening.  

Something has to be done and we the people of Quorn are looking to the Parish council to take the 

lead on this. 

I look forward to hearing what you plan to do about this. 

Thank you, 

 

I would like to see 'crime' within the village be a topic of discussion for the next parish meeting. 

There has been an increase in crime in the village over the last few months and I'm increasingly 

unclear as to what the council are doing to address this. I don't want statistics to be a long debate 

about what is or isn't reported, it's evident from what is being shared within the community and 

what you see late at night on our streets that there is an increase of anti-social behaviour and 

crime/or intent to commit crime.  

Residents are concerned,  it would be good to understand how we can work together collectively to 

address, there are some obvious investments that would benefit residents and local businesses such 

as more/improved CCTV and a review of the street lighting. 

Look forward to hearing from you. 

 

I really feel it's time to voice my opinions about our village. 

Our village is being took over by vile low life idiots such as theft from business's on a regular basis, 

burglary on a regular basis from shops, garages homes sheds etc ..gangs running at me in dark 

jetties..i hate both jitties in Quorn..the amount of things iv'e witnessed and reported, is a joke! Give 

us lighting for our jitties..they are pitch black! Give us camera's especially on business's in Quorn 

centre..and Fenny Copse lane where i live..look at the amount of crime in and around Fenny Copse 

lane! Quorn is not Quorn anymore! Something has to be done about it! 

Many thanks  


